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Introduction: 
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is a gateway protocol [RFC 4271], designed for            
autonomous systems to exchange routing and reachability information on the          
internet. BGP is an inter-autonomous system routing protocol. BGP is prone to            
many different attacks and has security vulnerabilities [RFC 4272] including          
accidental hijacks and sometimes deliberate hijacks of the information being          
exchanged. A lot of work has been done by many researchers till date to study the                
phenomenon of BGP hijacking [1,2,3,4,5].  

Our project initially aimed towards BGP anomaly identification and analysis          
but then we realized that there was a requirement for an ecosystem which is self               
contained and should include all the tools including a code base to download the              
BGP dump in a reliable way, parsing it to CSV format and storing them in large                
database systems, and then perform analysis on them. Our project is concerned on             
developing the first part, the toolkit to download the data and store the required              
dump inside the databases. This report documents in brief the tool kit developed             
for the above purpose. 
 
 

 
BGP Protocol Schematic 

Fig courtesy: 
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/ip/border-gateway-protocol-bgp/26634-bgp-toc.html 
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Goal of the project: 
As mentioned above, initially the goal of the project was to identify BGP             
anomalies and analyze them. Later on, the importance of having a code that helps              
in downloading data sets was realized. Hence, developing a toolkit to download            
BGP dumps and parsing them became the primary goal of this project. 
 
Previous work: 
This work is continuation of the previous work carried out to analyze and detect              
BGP anomalies. In order to analyze the data, firstly, the bgp dumps were             
downloaded from RIPE RIS. For the analysis, out of many attributes in BGP             
packets, “prefix”, “as_path” and “time” attributes were extracted, since the main           
goal of the project was the study of announcement of prefixes. The downloaded             
data were in binary MRT format and hence to remove unnecessary attributes and             
parse the downloaded data, a tool called libbgpdump which is an open source, was              
used. The output was generated in CSV format which was then pushed to the              
database for further processing. Then the analysis of the unusual patterns in the             
routing behaviour that match the BGP hijacking cases were studied. 
 
Current work: 
Based upon the previous work, we further wanted to analyze some of the BGP              
hijacking cases and hence in the initial days, we got engaged in setting up the               
environment that was used in the previous work. Then, we realised it is better to               
build an ecosystem from scratch which would help in downloading datasets (in a             
fail proof way) with a variety of options and then parse them. Therefore, we              
focused on coming up with a python code that downloads the data based on              
different options and maintains a log of all the downloaded files, which will             
simplify the analysers’ task. The tool is self contained and takes care of various              
options a programmer may like/wish when downloading BGP dump data from           
repository websites. Next section explains in brief the implementation of our           
toolkit. 
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Implementation:  
 
The toolkit has two main parts. One part takes care of downloading BGP dump              
data based on user requirements and the other part takes care of parsing the data               
and pushing it to the database (we are using the previous works code in parts for                
the second step). 
 
Download: 
The code has been designed to work for RIPE RIS (http://data.ris.ripe.net/rrc00/)           
bgp dumps where in, it works with different routers like rrc00, rrc001 etc, which              
can be specified inside config file. An example url that downloads the bgp dump of               
the date 2014-10-10(YYYY-MM-DD) looks something like this:       
http://data.ris.ripe.net/rrc00/2014.10/bview.20141001.0000.gz. Usually for a single     
day, the data is available in three files having timestamps (0000, 0800, and 1600) .               
Our code works in the following way. 
 
1. Start and end date specified: In this scenario, the start and end end must be                
specified (through config.json) by the user to download the bgp dumps starting            
from the start date till the specified end date. 
 
2. Start or end date specified: In this scenario, when only the start date is               
mentioned but end date is not mentioned then, the code helps in downloading the              
bgp dumps from the specified start date till the current date(today). If only the end               
date is mentioned, then the code reads the log file and extracts the latest date from                
the list of downloaded files and starts downloading from the latest date extracted             
till the end date specified by the user. 
 
3. No dates specified: This is the default case where neither of them is specified. In                
this case, the code accesses the website and downloads the recent one month’s             
data.  
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Working: 
The downloading operation consists of five modules to carry out different           
functionality like downloading, creating directory, extracting the latest date from          
the log file, specifying the requirements like start and end dates and so on. We               
have created five different python (python 3 )source files and each one of them              
performs its own operation.  
1. download_url.py: 
This is the main file that needs to be executed in order to download the data. There                 
are three helper functions that carry out the following functionality. 

a) filecheck(): This function is called to check if the files are present in the log               
files and compare them with the files present in the website. If the size of the                
file present inside the log file is lesser than the one present in the web, then                
the downloadRequired will be set to True and the dataset will be            
downloaded. Correspondingly this entry inside the log file has to be cleaned.            
The files which are present in the web repository but not present in the log               
file will also be downloaded. 
 

b) clean_log(): This function helps to clean the log file when a file that requires              
re-download and the name of that file has to be re-written in the log file. The                
log file will be opened in “r+” mode and the file is read and stored in a                 
temporary buffer initially. The pointer after reading the end of the file will             
point again to the zeroth element of the file using f.seek(0). The files that              
need to be downloaded again since the new version of the same file in the               
web repository is recently updated one, are to be replaced with new log             
details, hence in the temporary buffer, it will be stripped and replaced with a              
“\n”. Then the contents present in the buffer are written to the log file afresh.               
In this way the filenames that require re-download will be erased from the             
log file and get replaced with “\n”, before getting updated by new log             
details. The following figure is a screen grab of an example log file. 
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 Fig: example log file 

 
 

c) remove_empty_lines(): This function helps in stripping those empty lines         
which are present in the log file. For this we use the filter function using               
lambda function to clean those empty lines in the log file, to give a neat               
look. 
 

Now, we explain the main part of this file, which performs the downloading based              
upon the start and end date given.  The download is done in three stages: 
This is done in three stages: 
stage 1: Here, the data of the first month will be downloaded, starting from the               
“start date” given by the user to the end of that month.  
stage 2: In this stage, the data of all the months between the first month and the                 
last month will be downloaded. 
stage 3: In the last stage, the data of the last month, starting from the first day of                   

that month to the “end date” specified by the user will be downloaded. 
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The rationale behind having three stages is to promote code reusability for the             
various situations that may arise, viz: “start date given - but not the end date”, “no                
start date - end date given”, neither of the “start date or end date given”, etc.,  
 
2. Config.json and config.py: 
These files set the initial configuration for the code. The user needs to specify start               
dates and end dates (can be left blank too), router to choose, repository website              
address, etc. The user can make necessary changes according to his requirements. 
  
3. accessurl.py: 
To download the data sets, either the dates must be specified in the config.json file               
or should be made to run in the default mode. When the dates are mentioned then                
the program checks for the files present in the log file and compares them with the                
files present in the website and if any of the files present in the user’s system has                 
lesser size compared to the same file present in the website, then that file will be                
downloaded again. Therefore to make it possible we must be able to access the              
html source of the website, which gives required information for us. Hence, we             
have taken the help of the “HTML” parser package for python. The html parser              
helps in parsing the html source page, more specifically the table data and store the               
elements present inside in a list for us to process further. We have used regex to                
match the filenames, and grab the file names and their respective size present             
inside the <td> tags and store them inside a list. Now the files present in the log                 
file and the files present in the website which are made to store in a temporary list                 
are compared. Those files which have lesser size or those files which are not              
present in the log file will be downloaded into appropriate directories. 
 
4. dirCreate.py: 
This module helps in creating the necessary directories to store the downloaded            
data. The directories are to be created in a standard recursive format            
(router/year/month/files). A particular directory will be created for each of the           
chosen routers inside which subdirectories for years and months will also be            
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created to place the downloaded data according to the chosen router, year and             
month. 
A piece of code that shows the creation of directories and subdirectories to store              
the downloaded data correspondingly is shown below. 
 

 
A code snippet from dirCreate.py  

 
When the dump is ready for the download, the control is passed to dirCreate.py to               
check if the necessary directories and subdirectories are present in the system. 
The workflow of the create() is as follows; 
 

1. If the directory for the chosen router is not present in the user’s machine,              
then it creates one with the chosen router’s name followed by the creation of              
subdirectories for the particular year and month. Once after all the necessary            
directories and subdirectories are created, then the dumps are downloaded          
and placed in the corresponding sub directories. 

 
                            figure that shows directory created for the router rrc00  

 
2. If a directory corresponding to the chosen router name is already present,            

then it checks for the subdirectories that need to be created. If not present              
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then they will be created after which the downloaded data will be placed             
inside the corresponding subdirectory. 

 

 
Fig: Sub directories of the months May and June for the year 2020 created inside the rrc00 directory. 

 
 

5. latestdate.py: 
The control is passed to this module when the start date is not specified or the                
program is made to run in the default mode. The latestdate.py helps in retrieving              
the latest date from the list of the files present in the log file.  
 
Scenario 1: 
When the start date is not specified but the end date is specified by the user in the                  
config.json file, then the program retrieves the latest from the list of names of the               
files present in the log file. The retrieved latest date and time now becomes the               
start date from which the downloading starts. The datasets get downloaded till the             
end date if specified else downloads till the current date(today). 
 
Scenario 2: 
When the program is made to run in the default mode, then the latest date will be                 
retrieved from the log file and downloaded till the current date(today). 
 
Note: If the log file is empty, then the program checks for the recent month’s               
dataset in the website and downloads the whole month’s available dataset. 
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Parsing and pushing the data to DB: 
The downloaded datasets will be in the MRT format and contain many attributes.             
As we were interested in attributes like As_Path, timestamp and Originating AS,            
we had to remove the remaining attributes and convert them to either csv or tsv               
format. It is a more suitable format to store in database tables. Hence we used the                
existing code to parse them and push them to DB. 
 
Future Work: 
As a future work, the data thus downloaded and pushed to the database can be               
analysed for anomalies that have been associated with BGP. We can also take help              
of deep learning strategies to have a better insight and different perspective of the              
data thus gathered. This toolkit has been developed to download data sets of RIPE              
RIS but can be generalised to download the datasets present in the different web              
repositories. Also, the code can be optimised further to speed up the process of              
download. 
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